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Rising out of the cobalt-blue seas off Sicily’s northeastern coast, Aeolian Islands (Vulcano, Lipari, Salina, Panarea, 
Stromboli, Filicudi and Alicudi) are a little piece of paradise, a magical outdoor playground offering thrills and spills at 
every turn. Stunning waters provide sport for swimmers, sailors and divers, while trekkers can climb hissing volcanoes 
and gourmets can sip honey-sweet Malvasia wine.

Astonishingly beautiful and extremely varied, the seven islands and various uninhabited islets of the Aeolian archipelago 
were designated a Unesco World Heritage Site in 2000. Their volcanic origins left a dramatic legacy of black-sand be-
aches, smouldering craters and splintered, rocky coastlines. Island-hoppers can discover their individual charms: from 
the spartan conical Alicudi, where donkeys are the only form of land transport, to the international jet-set playground of 
Panarea.

North of Sicily in the Tyrrhenian Sea, the archipelago was named after Aeolus, god of the winds, by Greek settlers. This 
has been a volatile part of the world ever since Filicudi, the first land mass, emerged from the sea 600,000 years ago. 
There are two active volcanoes, Stromboli and Vulcano, and volcanic activity of some kind, whether steaming fumaroles 
or thermal waters waiting to be tapped, on most of the other islands. Winter storms see the islands cut off for days.

Like many coastal communities, the islands, with a total population of 10,000, have very different characters depending 
on the season. The head count swells to 200,000 in summer: ports fill with yachts; bars and beaches overflow with the 
very beautiful and the very wealthy.
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Lipari has a very long and distinguished history. The Aeolian Islands have a place in mythology, and certainly they were 
inhabited as far back as 5,000 BC. The ruins of Bronze Age settlements can be visited on Filicudi and Panarea. Lipari’s 
position has always made it important for maritime trade, and the island has a rare and valuable resource: black volcanic 
obsidian, used for knives and sharp implements. The natural harbour of Lipari town is dominated by a convenient rock 
outcrop, and this was the obvious place for early settlers to build their homes and fortifications. Walking up to the town’s 
citadel now, visitors can see excavations revealing many levels of history.

When Sicily and southern Italy were colonised by Ancient Greeks, Lipari was an important and well-off town, as is de-
monstrated by the extensive necropoli and high quality of grave goods found on the island, many examples of which 
can be seen in the town museum.

Over the centuries Lipari was besieged, conquered and taken over many times, by Carthaginians, Romans, Saracens, 
Normans, Spanish and finally by a united Italy. The worst attack on record was that by the Turkish corsair Barbarossa, 
who savaged the island in the sixteenth century, and transported almost the entire population into slavery. Afterwards, 
Lipari was re-settled by the Spanish rulers of Sicily, who built new fortifications on top of the Greek acropolis. In recent 
centuries, like the other Aeolian Islands, Lipari’s fortunes have gone up and down. Some of the population emigrated to 
the New World, but as tourism began playing a larger role, the islands’ star has risen. As well as being a popular holiday 
destination for Italians, the volcanoes of the Aeolian Islands attract adventure-seekers from around the world, and Lipari 
profits from being the best base for an island-hopping holiday.
Lipari had until recently a sideline in pumice extraction. However, this eats away at the island and scars the landscape. 
Not long before my visit, UNESCO had issued an ultimatum, warning the Aeolian Islands that they must make impro-
vements in order to retain their precious UNESCO World Heritage listing, with particular reference to this destructive 
industry, and by the time I arrived the cranky old machinery by the pumice workings stood still and abandoned, the 
loading pier damaged by winter storms and unrepaired. Small pieces of pumice stone are sold by souvenir shops and 
enterprising local children. There are also places on the hillside where you can gather your own pumice; an unusual (and 
unusually useful) holiday souvenir.
The Aeolian Islands’ patron saint is San Bartolo (Bartolomeo, Bartholomew), whose remains are claimed to have wa-
shed up miraculously on Lipari’s shore in 264 AD. The relics of the saint are now elsewhere (Canterbury Cathedral 
apparently has one of his arms), but Lipari retains a holy thumb. His feast day, the 24th August, is a massive celebration 
on Lipari, with festivities and fireworks.



LIPARI TOWN is a very pleasant place, with pretty streets 
and lanes perfect for wandering around. There are some 
elegant historic town-houses as well as plenty of more 
humble island-dwellings, with balconies bedecked with 
flowers, washing, onions and peppers. The town has a 
very cheery atmosphere, and although tourists must get 
used to touts offering boat trips, the local people in Lipa-
ri are all very friendly and welcoming. There are a lot of 
appealing shops selling souvenirs and good-quality local 
food and drink; including huge quantities of the local ca-
pers and Malvasia wine - both very good items to take 
home, if your luggage will allow it.
If you explore the streets of Lipari, you will soon come 
across traces of the island’s ancient history. Greek tombs 
lie open to the sky in parkland (generally closed but visible 
through fences). But the most impressive historic site in 
Lipari is the castello, the castle. This fortified headland is 
more than a castle; it is a citadel and the heart of the town 
was once here. The traditional entrance route is through 
a defensive gateway, but there is also an additional direct 
stairway piercing the fortress walls. This is because, when 
the hub of the town shifted down to the lower streets, there 
was talk of switching the town’s cathedral to a different 
church. Rather than have this happen, the authorities cut 
through the castle walls to provide easy direct access to 
the cathedral from the main part of town. A stroll through 
the citadel is a must for visitors to Lipari; those with an 
interest in the past will also wish to visit the museum, hou-
sed in several buildings within the castle walls.
Lipari’s important archaeological museum is called the 
Museo Archeologico Regionale Eoliano “Luigi Bernabò 
Brea” (9am-1pm, 3pm-6pm, closed Sunday and holiday 
afternoons. Entrance €6) and contains finds from all over 
the Aeolian Islands. The collections are very fine, from 
ranks of assembled amphorae salvaged from wrecks, to 
high-quality Greek vases. The museum is particularly re-
nowned for its hoard of models of Greek theatrical masks, 
mostly found in tombs on the island.
The cathedral, one of several churches within the fortified 
complex, has ancient origins but after several re-buildin-
gs isn’t particularly striking. However, it is worth paying 
for admission to the rediscovered twelfth-century Norman 
cloister (chiostro Normanno), a wonderful little space with 
some appealing column capitals depicting animals. Norman Cloister

Archeological museum

Alley in Lipari



The best illustration of Lipari’s long history is an excavated area inside the citadel, where the curious passer-by can see 
the remains of different layers of habitation, from Neolithic times onwards. A shady corner of the outcrop is covered with 
rows of Greek and Roman tombs, and overlooking the pretty harbour is a modern version of a Greek open-air theatre 
(built in the twentieth century), where plays and other entertainments are held. From various points of the castle there 
are great views over Lipari and the Mediterranean.
Lipari has two harbours, situated on either side of the castle headland. To the north is Marina Lunga, a functional port 
where both large ferries and fast hydrofoils dock the arrival point for most passengers visiting Lipari. There’s a ticket offi-
ce with desks for both the principal ferry companies, Siremar and Ustica Lines, by the jetty. Marina Corta, to the south of 
the citadel, is a much more charming historic harbour, colourful with fishing boats. This was the former drop-off point for 
hydrofoils; The harbour is a wonderfully picturesque spot, with children splashing in the water, fishermen playing cards 
in the piazza, a lazy stray dog dozing, and the sun illuminating a little church out on the jetty.
Lipari’s main street is Corso Vittorio Emanuele, a lively little road which runs from Marina Lunga along the back of the 
castle headland. Along the Corso you’ll find most of the island’s useful shops and services: a tourist information office; a 
small supermarket; a bookshop; clothes boutiques; cafe-bars; restaurants; souvenir shops; speciality food stores. Other 
small streets and alleys head off Corso Vittorio Emanuele, connecting it with the castle and with Marina Corta. The Ne-
cropolis Diana, where many of the archaeological finds were uncovered, is just behind the centre.

LIPARI

Marina Corta



LIPARI
Food & Drink
Lipari is full of pleasant places to eat and drink. For a refreshing afternoon or evening drink, Gilberto e Vera in Via Ga-
ribaldi 22, perfect place to eat a real italian panino with a glass of wine. Bar Oscar  in Via Vittorio Emanuele 74 where 
you can eat delicious typical homemade pastry.
If you enjoy an aperitif or an after-dinner drinks in one of the alleys of the old center of Lipari, discreet and elegant, it’s 
hidden Il Giardino di Lipari a beautiful garden, where everything is accurate in every detail.
Soleanis recommends to its guests the follows Restaurants:
- Ristorante Il Filippino, Piazza Mazzini, +39 090 981 1002
For more than 100 years it is the most renowned restaurant in the islands. Excellent food and good variety of local in-
gredients
- Ristorante E Pulera, Via Isabella Conti Vainicher +39 090 981 1158
In a slightly secluded area of the center of Lipari, beautiful duplex structure with local cuisine. 
Good fine sicilian food and pleasant atmosphere on the terrace. Very nice tables with Sicilian ceramics.
- Ristorante Kasbah, Vico Selinunte 45,  +39 090 981 1075
Modern location, open kitchen, top quality food, fresh raw materials. Each dish enhances local and seasonal production.
- Ristorante Sushita Emozioni, Corso Vittorio Emanuele 34, +39 090 986065
An exceptional combination of sushi and fresh local produce.

Gilberto e Vera Bar Oscar - Fresh Cannolo Il Giardino di Lipari

E PuleraIl Filippino E Pulera 

E Pulera - Pasta La Kasbah - kitchen Sushita Emozioni
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SALINA
The history of Salina, such as that of the whole archipelago, tells a tumultuous past which saw from the V millennium 
B.C., a succession of settings, conquests, raids, and piracy, which shaped the entity of this folk. The current name is 
attributable to the Romans, who used a small lake of Lingua called salina to extract salt. Previously, the Greeks called it 
Didyme (twins), whose name represented the characteristic aspect of the island with two high nearly identic peaks. The 
first evidences of a pre-historical settlement date back to the last centuries of the V millennium B.C.. recently discovered 
in Rinella fraction, the finds attest the obsidian working, imported to Lipari, and used for fabrication of tools. Others, 
going back to 3000 B.C., were found on Mount Fossa delle Felci. From the last century of the III millennium B.C. the 
island was inhabited by populations coming from Greece, probably the Aeolis, who gave a name to the archipelago, and 
by other populations, coming from Sicily, and making part of the civility of Thapos. Dating back to the Neolithic Age, and 
belonging to the culture of Capo Graziano are the sites found in Leni zones, in Megna locality; in Santa Marina in Serro 
Brigadiere locality, and Serro Cianfi locality, populated till the XV century B.C.. The finds attributed to Milazzo civility 
are those of Santa Marina, in Portella locality, dating back to XV B. C. , the colonisation which lasted a little more than 
a century, probably because of the Ausoni, the population coming from Campania which destroyed an island. They say 
Salina remained uninhabited till 580 B.C., when a Greek population of Doric ancestry settled in Lipari. These people, 
once appreciated the place’s fertility, transformed Salina into the Aeolians’ Garden, and Santa Marina into the principal 
centre of the island. Dating back to the next millennium are the Greek, Roman , and Byzantine settlements, whose evi-
dences reveal their presence till 840 A.D., the date when the Arabian conquest took place.
Lenis’ roots lay deep in millenniums of history, and its name derives from the Greek lenoi because of the containers whe-
re grapes was pressed. In the XII century the island was inhabited by Amalfitan refugees, who arrived to the nowadays 
locality of Malfa, whom surely gave a name. From this period till 1500 the only evidence found were those of a settlement 
dating back to the Dark Ages in Serro Perciato zone in Santa Marina. 



SALINA



Santa Marina, Malfa and Leni

Three small centers separated from each other, three municipal administrations. 
A given peculiar in an archipelago like that of the Aeolian, joined everything under the municipality of Lipari, just outside 
of Salina. Santa Marina is the port, agricultural and tourist center on the sea. To visit near the archaeological finds of 
Roman houses and Saraceno Cave, perhaps the first greek settlement of the island, with altars and small niches.
Malfa and Leni are smaller towns and secluded, within 5 minutes from the sea inland, places more tradition-bound and 
immersed in nature. Film buffs will want to visit perhaps Pollara, near Malfa, made famous fraction from the movie Il 
Postino, with Massimo Troisi and Philippe Noiret.

Beaches and sea

The surrounding sea is, as one might expect, simply beautiful. Though many of the beaches are rocky rather than sandy, 
the water is extremely clean and home to a wide variety of sea animals, plants, caves and submerged volcanic craters. 
The bay at Pollara (where several scenes of Il Postino was filmed) is one of the most splendid in the entire Aeolian ar-
chipelago by clear water and crystal clear, thanks to the always rocky bottoms.

So, if you’re in need of a break, a little relaxation, good food and wine and a few days of sea and sunshine, remember 
that Salina doesn’t belong to those who live there; it belongs to those who need it.

Pollara Beach

SALINA



SALINA

Excursions

Salina, not without a reason, called the “green pearl”, has the richest vegetation of the whole archipelago, making it an 
unmissable destination for all the lovers of the nature. The second island has the first and the third peaks in extension 
of the whole archipelago; the territory is green even in summer thanks to its mounts’ action, which steal humidity from 
clouds giving it back to the soil. The climate, milder because of the sea’s action, even in winter period, is sunny , and the 
temperatures rarely go under 10°C. In spring the nature awakes from the winter’s sleep, which takes its train, leaving 
place to perfumes , intense colours and all the greens, turning out to be the ideal season to fully enjoy the sparkling na-
ture. Beyond the note excursions to the Fossa delle Felci craters, to the Monte dei Porri, and the suggestive Brigantino 
path, various walks can be done on the island.

Mount Fossa delle Felci



Mount Fossa delle Felci

- Walking time: 2 hours circa.
- Difficulty grade: medium.

The highest peak of the whole archipelago, called so because of the namesake lush plant, rises circa 968 meters high 
upon the sea level; that is why it is not rare to see it covered with snow during the winter period. Once reached the peak, 
a wonderful landscape appears on the horizon: Sicilian coasts dominated by Etna, Alicudi, Filicudi, Stromboli, Panarea, 
Lipari, and Vulcano constitute a frame for a sumptuousness of the crater, the real demonstration of the volcanic origin 
of the island. Various are the paths leading to the peak. The most recommended and the shortest one starts at Val di 
Chiesa fraction, reachable from every point by bus. The tour starts from the Madonna del Terzito Church, where the 
first stretch is characterized by lush vegetation, composed by heather bushes, chestnut forests, oaks, pines, and broom 
shrubs, in spring period, colouring the landscape with classic yellow flowers. Going on you will find yourselves upon 
the hill which separates Mount Rivi and Fossa delle Felci, from which you can admire the picturesque village of Malfa. 
The distance which separates you from the peak at this point is really short; you will at once notice the mightiness of 
the crater having a diameter of 600/700 meters, and of a hundred meters of depth. Only now you can fully understand 
the name of this mount; the crater is crossed by small paths, where you will find yourselves immerged, feeling nearly 
overwhelmed, by a stretch of ferns. You will be enchanted by this place, a crater circled by old trees, where a sensation 
of peace and quiet will invade your mind, making you feel like a part of this amazing gift, given us by nature.

SALINA

View from Mount Fossa delle Felci



SALINA
Brigantino Path

- Walking time: 1 hour
- Difficulty grade: easy.

One of the most beautiful excursions of the island is surely that which twists for Nero Valley, which after having passed 
Paolonoce locality, finishes near Vallone d’Ogliastro, through the Brigantino path. Leaving from the village of Lingua, 
easily reachable by bus, and after having passed the lake in the south-western direction you will arrive to Sicily Street. 
Going beyond the last houses of the street, you will arrive to the crossroads where the path once started. On your left 
you will notice a small beach, where it is possible to swim before a lush vegetation overwhelms you; it is mainly com-
posed of: wild violet, asparagus, tamarisk, aromatic absinthe, arisaro comune, and broom. Once passed the first part, 
the path narrows going along the mule track, circled by olive trees, capers bushes, and aromatic herbs, enveloping you 
with their contrasting perfumes. Once seen a small isolated cabin in the south-western direction you will have to cross 
a wisely terraced part, an evidence of a great work made by the inhabitants, to make rough but fertile soil cultivable. 
The house of Paolonoce, before visible only in the distance, now is behind the corner, surrounded by a well maintained 
garden of citrus, olive trees, and vines; from the terrace you can see an amazing view towards Panarea, Lipari, and 
Vulcano. The house, having a small kitchen, is always opened, and is used as a shelter for wayfarers, who can record 
their passage by signing the attendance book. The zone is immerged into a surreal silence, only broken by the wind’s 
swish, which breaks against the trees’ tops, and by the screech of the falcons flying over the ditch.

View from Brigantino Path



Food & Drink

Wine Tour

Salina strikes for the majesty of her mountains, the intimacy of her corners, roads and harbors, for the elegance of her 
nuances from colors to tastes.
Walking up and down the mountains, watching amazed at the vineyards, humble and rich at the same time, full of the 
power of Nature, new everyday, always.
Knowledge of winegrowers who combine traditions with new experience from abroad reveals their work into glasses 
fullof the wind, sun, moon and sea of Ulysses.

SALINA

Wine tours include a guided visit with qualified guide of the Malvasia vineyards, tasting of Salina Bianco, Rosato, and 
sparkling wine, passito of the wineries Barone di Villagrande, Caravaglio, Hauner, Fenech, Capofaro, Virgona, D’Amico.

In all tours special food is included as simple tasting, Sicilian pic nic with arancini and pane cunzatu or typical Aeolian 
food.
And for the most curious guests the deluxe wine tour of Barone di Villagrande includes its marvelous and famous Etna 
wines from Nerello: Etna rosato, Etna bianco superiore, Legno di Conzo, Etna rosso, Sciara, Lenza di Mannera. All 
served with lunch and dinner of excellence.

Tours have two times: 10 am or 6 pm. 
Giusi +39 349 6419964
info@walkingeolie.com

Gastronomically, Salina is best known for three products: fish, capers and sweet dessert wine Malvasia delle Lipari. 
Capers are an essential ingredient to much of the local cooking, adding a certain piquancy to fish dishes, and are often 
combined in recipes with anchovies and olives. Traditionally the island’s capers were preserved in salt gathered from a 
small salt lake (salina in Italian – hence the island’s modern name) situated south of the town of Santa Marina.
If you enjoy a good and rich aperitif in a charming terrace with a beautiful view or also an after-dinner drinks you will like 
Portobello in Via Lungomare N.G., 2



Soleanis recommends to its guests the follows place to eat and drink:

- Ristorante Da Alfredo,Via Vittorio Alfieri 11 | Località Lingua +39 090 984 3075
Very simple place but a must when visiting Salina. Great food, Great granitas and a beautiful setting along the quai. 
- Ristorante Trattoria cucinotta, Via Risorgimento 66, 98050 Santa Marina Salina +39 090 984 3475
Excellent pasta and pizza on a lovely and scenic terrasse. The owners family is very nice and tries to fulfill all your wi-
shes. Simple but awesome Italian food
- Ristorante ‘nni Lausta, Via Risorgimento 188 | Santa Marina, +39 090 984 3486
It’s a restaurant characteristic of the beautiful Salina. The kitchen combines the best local tradition with creativity. Much 
attention is paid to the choice of ingredients, first the fish, purchased directly by local fishermen, but also fruits and ve-
getables from many island gardens. The restaurant is cited by the most famous food and wine guides
- Ristorante Signum, Via Scalo 15, 98050 Malfa, Sicilia, Italia 090 984 4222 (Michelin star - reservations min 2 days in 
advance) 
A wonderful place with one of the best chef in Italy, Martina Caruso. We recommend to arrive for the aperitif to admire 
the beautiful view.

SALINA

Portobello Signum Terrace Signum garden

Cucinotta ‘nni LaustaSignum Restaurant

Alfredo’s Granita Alfredo’s Pane Cunzatu (typical sicilian “panino”)‘nni Lausta
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VULCANO

Vulcano is the first island you meet coming from Milazzo, just 12 miles away. Near the port you are struck, both by the 
beauty of the place, and by the acrid smell of sulphur which fills the air. This phenomenon, which you soon get used to, 
is due to the ‘fumaroles’, the venting of steam, sulphur and carbon dioxide at a high temperature from the crater or from 
cracks in the ground. The fumaroles are a reminder that the volcano is still active.
The island takes its name from the considerable volcanic activity that has taken place over thousands of years. Along 
with Stromboli, it is the only volcano still active in the archipelago, and the youngest (90,000 years compared with the 
100,000 years of Stromboli).
This island, today invaded by tourists, must have made a great impression on the Greeks and Romans who called it 
Terasia (Hot land), then Thermessa (Hot), and dedicated it to the God of Fire, Hephaestus for the Greeks and Vulcan for 
the Romans, and considered it a holy island (Hierà).
The discovery of numerous caves dug in the tuff near the flat land in the south of the island, maybe rocky tombs called 
Grotte dei Rossi, suggests that the holiness of the place derived from the custom of burying the dead near the god 
Vulcan. A privileged position for the journey into the next world. We don’t know if the forge of the Gods was here, but it 
is certain that from time immemorial only forced labourers and slaves lived on the island, extracting alum and sulphur. 
The setting must have been like one of Dante’s circles, with the venting of sulphur, which made it difficult to breathe, and 
periodic volcanic activity which launched incandescent rocks into the air.
Mining continued for centuries until it became a full-scale industry under the Bourbons. General Nunziante built roads, 
houses and factories. When the Bourbons fell, the island was bought by an Englishman, a Mr. Stevenson, who conti-
nued the work of his predecessors by enlarging the mine and also planting vines. His villa, still called the ‘Englishman’s 
Castle’ is on the plateau of Vulcano, near the mud baths.
In 1888 the last eruption took place, which blew out the ‘plug’ made of sedimented magmatic material that had been



consolidated by a previous eruption.
The Englishman fled, terrified by the shower of blocks of fused magmatic material, ‘bread-crust bombs’, which cooled 
on contact with the air and cracked up.
The few inhabitants who remained, maybe Stevenson’s settlers, dedicated themselves to farming and sheep-rearing on 
the plateau and fishing in the hamlet of Gelso. The rest is recent history; decades of silence on a beautiful uninhabited 
island, until, in 1949, the director Dieterle made a film on Vulcano with Anna Magnani, and interest in the island was 
reawakened. Year after year it has become an international tourist destination with the attraction of the volcano, mud 
baths and crystal clear water.

VULCANO

This island chosen as home by over 700 inhabitants is also the holiday destination of choice for many Italian celebrities 
drawn by its therapeutic sulphur mud baths and steaming hot springs for the opportunity for a few truly relaxing days. 
Vulcano has not the typical sites you may find on the other islands since it only offers quiet beaches on its southern 
coast. 
For centuries the island´s mud has been known for its healing properties- to cure rheumatic pain and skin diseases- whi-
ch makes people put up with its bad smell! To get to the mud you have to take care not to walk on the hot springs. People 
submerge themselves in the warm sulphurous muddy water then spread the mud all over their faces and bodies. When 
the mud dries a dip in the natural water pool will remove most of it but you will certainly need a shower. And don´t wear 
a swimsuit unless you want that to stink forever after! Also never wear watches or jewellery or stay in the mud longer 
than 15 minutes due to its low levels of radiation.
You can ascend to the dormant crater of the Fossa di Volcano, also called the Large Crater or just lie in the sun on the 
southern beaches of Gelso and Cannitello.



VULCANO
From the Porto di Levante you can walk to your right along the lungomare to the Laghetto di Fanghi where the mud 
baths are. These therapeutic pools are off the faraglione (a lofty vertical stone sticking up pointing at the sky). Mount 
Vulcanello is by the mud baths as is the Valley of Monsters, a valley of dark rocks which have been shaped by the wind 
creating grotesque shapes.
Another attraction on the island is Fossa di Vulcano’s ascent. The crater is at 391 metres and is quite a climb. The 
first stretch of the route is signposted along Via Provinciale. Then the route goes left (unfortunately it is not signposted 
properly) and you have to follow a gravel track. This is the last stretch up to the crater. There is a fee to ascend to the 
crater and visitors should note that the volcano is thought to just be dormant rather than extinct. It is approximately 1 
hour to reach the lowest part of the craters’ outer ring at 290 m. The first stretch of the walk is rather tiring on black 
sandy soil which later becomes more firm and clay like and finally becomes stony. It is windy up there, so dust can be a 
bit of a pain. Sun cream and good shoes are essential. At the mid-point you will find a café selling drinks and icecream. 
As you approach the crater, an observation platform allows everyone to see inside the crater. There is a path down the 
volcano’s crater to reach its base which is about 50 m from the crater’s edge.
From the crater’s top you can view all the islands to the north of Vulcano. Beware of the vents around it for the gases 
are extremely hot. 
There is a tour guide available at the Gruppo Nazionale Vulcanologia. Gruppo Trekking Volcano  also sets up treks to 
the volcano and other sights every day. They offer climbing excursions to the Stromboli and snorkelling trips too.
Spiaggia Sabbia Nera is a black sand beach situated at Porto di Ponente where there are magnificent faraglioni to ad-
mire. They resemble fingers pointing at the sky emerging from the sea. 
Gelso is on the south of the island on the waterfront. Its port and beaches are famed for their tranquillity and for being 
almost deserted. You will find a small restaurant. Near these beaches are another two fantastic beaches which are little 
known to tourists and only accessible via a footpath. They are completely different from each other- the first is Spiaggia 
dell’Asina which is a black sand beach with clear water. Spiaggia Cannitello is covered in tropical vegetation. Both 
beaches have a simple café where you can hire sun-umbrellas and sun loungers. Both beaches are a bit far from the 
port but the walk is well worth it. 
Both bus or boat trips around the island may cost 12 euros. Gioielli del Mare at Porto di Levante offers bus tours (reser-
vations necessary) 

Spiaggia dell’Asina View from Capo Grillo



Vulcano’s famous Grotta del Cavallo (Horse Cave) is one of the most beautiful in Italy, thanks to the stunning karst for-
mation that lets natural light illuminate the cave’s waters. This dazzling effect has ensured the cave’s popularity in recent 
years, with numerous boat trips operating in and around the grotto.

Situated close to the Porto di Ponente beachfront, the Grotta del Cavallo is accessible through three entrances, and 
comprises of a vast main chamber, with numerous grotto features like stalagmites also apparent. The glimmering azure 
waters and dancing reflections create a truly breathtaking effect, so make sure you bring your camera if you choose to 
visit.

VULCANO



Food & Drink

Therasia  Sunset view aperitif

Terasia Sunset view Il Cappero

Mari del Sud Terrace VincenzinoThe king of fish

Ritrovo Remigio at Porto di Levante‘s speciality is cannoli, which is delicious and always  freshly made. The restaurant 
is beside the port.
For something different visit Cantine Stevenson on Via Porto di Levante. It is decorated in a Scottish style since it is 
owned by a Scotsman who purchased a large expanse of the island in the 1800s and brought the first vineyard to Vul-
cano. You can sample his wines here.
Therasia Resort is definitely the best place for a drink to admire the best sunset ever after a long day at sea.
Also Mari del Sud has a beautiful terrace for an aperitif.

Soleanis recommends to its guests the follows place to eat and drink:

- Ristorante Vincenzino,Via Porto Levante, 25, +39 090 985 2016 
Authentic Sicilian cuisine in a simply, loving restaurant
- Ristorante Il Cappero, Localita’ Vulcanello, +39 090 985 2555 (Michelin Star)
Elegant and magnificent terrace looking one of the best view in the world. the chef revises the generous local cuisine 
with imagination and feeling. A journey into the constellation of Sicilian gastronomy and the excellence of raw materials.
- Ristorante The King of Fish, Via Porto Levante 1 +39 090 985 2010
Simple and good. Fresh fish everyday just in front the port.

VULCANO
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Stromboli is the most dramatic of the Aeolian Islands (Isole Eolie or Isole Lipari in Italian), and is a popular daytrip desti-
nation from the other islands and from the Italian mainland. The island is an ancient and active volcano rising massively 
from the Mediterranean, with a couple of small settlements on the coast. It is an incredible and awe-inspiring sight, with 
a unique island atmosphere that attracts not just tourists but also film-makers and style-setters (Italian president Giorgio 
Napolitano and designers Dolce and Gabbana - who own a villa - are among celebrities who holiday here). Sitting on a 
tourist boat off the shore of Stromboli at dusk, while merry passengers applaud and toast the volcano’s lava spurts with 
sweet local wine, is one of the most surreal things I’ve experienced in my travels around Italy.

There are basically three things to do on Stromboli. One is to potter around the main village, admiring the views - though 
from here the volcano’s crater is not visible - and looking at volcano souvenirs in little shops. The second is to take a 
boat trip around to the Sciara del Fuoco, the steep black lava scar down the volcano’s side, where you can see Strom-
boli’s explosions. This is most dramatic after dark, when fiery emissions are clearly visible. The third activity, not for the 
faint-spirited or the unfit, is to climb the volcano and see eruptions at much closer quarters.

STROMBOLI



Stromboli has been erupting for as long as records exist. The Romans called it the ‘Lighthouse of the Mediterranean.’ 
Locals refer to the volcano as ‘iddu,’ a dialect word meaning ‘him.’

The volcano gives its name to a type of eruption: strombolian. It has been erupting pretty continuously for two thousand 
years, and tourists flock here to watch from a safe distance as lava and gas are ejected from craters just below the sum-
mit at intervals of roughly twenty minutes. In the daytime this is visible as a plume of gas looking like smoke. At night, 
you can see fiery red fountains shooting upwards.

Stromboli has been inhabited for thousands of years; some Greek-era archaeological finds from the island are now in 
the museum on Lipari. Life on the island was based on farming the fertile ground near the shores, and on fishing. By 
the middle of the twentieth century, prompted by a big eruption in 1930 which damaged buildings, and by the prospects 
of emigration, many of the islanders had departed and the population had dwindled. But after Roberto Rossellini’s 1950 
film Stromboli terra di Dio drew attention to the island-volcano’s unique attractions, tourism began to give new life to 
Stromboli. Although there are still neatly-cultivated allotments and fishing boats drawn up on the beach, many of the 500 
locals now make a living from renting out accommodation to tourists, from running tourist businesses and shops, or from 
working as mountain guides and leading volcano excursions. Although the island does attract lots of tourists each day 
during the summer months, new buildings are limited and the island’s sense of gritty, isolated other-worldliness and its 
fiery crater are great draws for the cognoscenti as well as trippers.

STROMBOLI



STROMBOLI
Climbing the volcano is only permitted with an offical guide, and there is a limit to the number of people allowed to visit 
the crater each day. Around the Scari landing jetty and village you’ll find advertisements and businesses where you can 
book a guide and also hire hiking boots and other equipment. Guides will generally provide the protective helmets which 
you’re required to wear. In the height of summer, try to reserve in advance to be sure of a place on an excursion. Walks 
generally set off in the late afternoon, to arrive at the crater for dramatic pyrotechnics at dusk. The outing takes around 
five hours, and should only be attempted if you are confident of your fitness. See the links panel on the right to research 
a volcano excursion or book a guide online.



There is one principal settlement on Stromboli, clustered on slopes near the seashore. This large village is generally 
termed ‘Stromboli’, though different districts have their own local names, beginning with Scari, the principal arrival point 
for Stromboli. There is a jetty for ferries and some places to buy refreshments. Stalls advertising boat tours and volca-
no excursions dot the waterfront and the lane climbing up to the heart of Stromboli village. Alongside is a picturesque 
stretch of shingle beach, where fishing boats are pulled up on the volcanic sand and pebbles. Uphill, along narrow lanes 
past souvenir shops, and flowers clambering over whitewashed buildings, visitors arrive at the little piazza in the part 
of Stromboli called San Vincenzo. The island’s principal church, the Chiesa di San Vincenzo, makes a pretty picture 
against the slopes of the volcano. Here you’ll find a cafe, a panoramic terrace and also places to book walks up the 
volcano.

Stromboli
Beyond the headland north of Scari are Ficogrande and Piscita, two more districts of Stromboli. Ficogrande has a beach 
of black volcanic sand. There are views towards Strombolicchio, a curiously-shaped volcanic outcrop in the sea that is 
like a little sister to Stromboli.

At night the streets of Stromboli are not illuminated by streetlights, so if you are staying here you should bring or borrow 
a torch.

STROMBOLI

Alley in Stromboli



STROMBOLI

Ginostra is a tiny village on the opposite side of Stromboli to the main settlement, on the south-western shore. The two 
villages were connected by a path which encircled the volcano, but landslide damage and neglect led to its abandon-
ment, so unless the path is rebuilt, Ginostra can only be reached by boat. Ginostra is a simple little place, with a couple 
of restaurants and shops, and donkeys for transport. The hamlet was only connected for electricity in 2004. It can be 
visited on tourist boats which tour the coastline, or by using the regular ferry and hydrofoil services. The atmosphere 
here is peaceful and a contrast to the busier spots on the other side of Stromboli. There aren’t beaches at Ginostra, but 
it is posible to bathe from rocky shores.

Alley in Stromboli Ginostra

Ginostra Ginostra



Food & Drink
Stromboli is a “simple” and wild island so you will not find cool restaurants and trendy places, but simple restaurants bar 
and bakeries to eat fresh mediterranean food in good company 

Soleanis recommends to its guests the follows place to eat and drink:

- Ritrovo Ingrid, Via Cincotta Mario, +39 090 986083. 
If there’s any place in Stromboli village that can be called “bustling,” it’s probably this open-air bar and restaurant next 
to the large church. Gorgeous views out to sea, excellent kitchen and adequate munchies to accompany your libations 
as you enjoy the view

- Locanda del Barbablu, Via Vittorio Emanuele 17, +39 090 986118
The food is just simple but amazingly delicious. The best food on the island. Try the sardines, served in the side dish 
plate if they are making them on your day of visit. The athmosphere is lovely and also the music.

- Trattoria Ai Gechi, Via Salina, 12, 338 357 7559
“Mediterranean” fare rather than mainstream Italian, ranging from very good to outright sensational depending on the 
mood of the owner/chef. The sepia-ink pasta is not to be missed, and some of the tuna dishes are extraordinary. Reser-
vations recommended

Ritrovo Ingrid terrace Ritrovo Ingrid terrace Ritrovo Ingrid brioche and granita

Locanda del Barbablu Locanda del Barbablu - Pata cozze e FagioliLocanda del Barbablu

Trattoria ai Gechi viewTrattoria ai GechiTrattoria ai gechi

STROMBOLI
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PANAREA

Panarea (Italian pronunciation: [panaˈrɛːa]; Ancient Greek: Εὐώνυμος 
Euōnymos) is the second smallest (after Basiluzzo) of the eight Aeolian 
Islands, a volcanic island chain north of Sicily, southern Italy. It is a frazione 
of the comune of Lipari. 

There are currently about 280 residents living on the island year-round; 
however the population increases dramatically in summer with the influx of 
tourists. In recent years, the island has become known internationally for its 
celebrity visitors. 

Panarea is so beautiful to deserve the appellative “Pearl of the aeolian 
islands”.
The island and the rocky islets that surround it compose a micro-arcipelago 
itself. From the geological point of view, Panarea is one of the oldest islands 
of the Arcipelago. In spite of that, there are still some traces of post-volca-
nic activity at two different spots on the island, the first is the presence of 
so-called “fumaroles”, hot springs located on the rocky beach of Calcara, 
situated in the area of Iditella, and the second on the small islet of “Lisca 
bianca”.

Fumaroles



PANAREA
Panarea was inhabited since the Neolithic period, as evidenced by several findings dating back to the Bronze Age. The 
most important among these is the “Village of Punta Milazzese”, overlooking the beautiful bay of “Calajunco”.
The Island in the winter has just over 300 inhabitants, but in summer, there are many tourists on the island. Many ser-
vices are available to tourists: an Emergency ER, a medical pharmacy, clothing stores, jewelry shops, beauty salons, 
bars, restaurants and a nightclub that is among the most famous in the Mediterranean.

The island offers us magnificent bays among which the most renowned is “Calajunco”, famous for its charming view of 
a beautiful natural pool of clear water colored in deep and beautiful color variations, ranging from green to turquoise. It 
is enclosed by cliffs and its beach can be reached by land or by boat, since it is a protected area.
In addition, the island is surrounded by beautiful small islands called “Spinazzola, Basiluzzo, Lisca Bianca, Bottaro, 
Lisca Nera and Dattilo”, presenting different scenarios and different features.
- In Spinazzola and Basiluzzo you can admire the ancient Roman ruins.



PANAREA

The tiny car-free and extremely fashionable island of Panarea has become a magnet for international jet-setters. Se-
veral of Italy and Europe’s elite own properties on the island while others are transported to the island via glitzy yachts 
that fill the pocket-sized harbour during the summer months. Outside of the tourist season, the island shuts up shop.

There is a definite party scene but for those looking for something a little more peaceful, the island is still one of little 
hamlets, pretty beaches and sparkling sea. The port at San Pietro is also the principal hub for the island’s restaurants, 
bars and shops, located amongst narrow white-washed streets. 

For those interested in exploring underwater, scuba equipment can be hired and dives organised in San Pietro. Un-
derwater attractions include the wreck of a 19th century English ship which lies on the seabed between the tiny islets 
of Lisca Bianca and Bottaro.



PANAREA

Above ground, there is the option of visiting the remnants of a prehistoric village that dates back to the 14th century 
BC. Minoan-influenced pottery found at the site of the 23 stone huts, situated on Punta Milazzese, suggest former 
trading links with the Cretans.

Transport on, or around the island is by boat or golf cart, although given that the island is just 2.5km by 1.8km, most 
places are also accessible on foot. Away from San Pietro, much of the island consists of rural countryside and volcanic 
formations. The highest point (421m) is at Punta del Corvo, well worth the climb for the views over the entire archipela-
go.



Food & Drink

There are several bars strolling through the village, where you can quench your thirst eating a brioche with granita of 
various flavors. Bar Carola in front of the port, is one of them.

if you’re walking and suddenly you’re hungry... to eat fast and typical Le delizie di Nonna Pasqualina and you can get 
Arancini, caponata, sarde a beccafico...

As the sun begins to set, it is time for an aperitivo. 

The most fashionable spot is the rooftop terrace at the Hotel Raya. To start the evening off, try the loosely Moroc-
can-themed Bar Banacalii, on the wooden veranda overlooking the port, at the Hotel Lisca Bianca: The best tables 
are upstairs on the elegant terrace. There is a “sushi bar” above the port called The Bridge it’s good both for aperitivo 
and dinner. A little farther afield, Da Nunzio at Zimmari is a good spot for a sun-downer overlooking the beach. Equally 
pleasant, there are a few more “normal” Italian bars where you can get an iced coffee or a beer, simple cocktails or a 
smoothie on the port opposite the jetty. 
Panarea’s only nightclub is at the Hotel Raya. 

PANAREA

Lisca BiancaRaya

Bar Banacalii The Bridge Raya



PANAREA
Soleanis recommends to its guests the follows place to eat:

- Da Adelina, Via Comunale del Porto 28, +39 090 983246
Mercurial young chef Giuseppe Taranto runs this cosy candlelit restaurant overlooking Panarea’s port. The menu is sim-
ple, with seasonal dishes such as moscardini (tiny octopus cooked with tomato, capers, wild fennel and chilli) appearing 
alongside year-round recipes such as pennette Adelina (dressed with anchovies, aubergine, capers, olives, mint and 
basil). But you can’t really go wrong with the mixed fish of the day, fried or grilled with a selection of vegetables.

- Hotel Raya, Via S Pietro, Panarea, +39 090 983 013 
The hotel’s terrace restaurant serves Panarea’s best and most expensive food: simple, inventive dishes using mostly 
organic ingredients. 

- Da Francesco, Via S Pietro, +39 090 983023
The restaurant is located on a terrace with a beautiful view of the sea, Basiluzzo and Stromboli. It’s not a gourmet re-
staurant but the fish is very good, portions are very generous and well seasoned. We recommend pasta with swordfish 
and almonds and “La disgraziata” with eggplant, tomatoes, capers, olives, red pepper, basil and baked ricotta.

Da Adelina Ristorante Raya

Da Francesco Da Francesco Da Francesco
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FILICUDI

The island of Filicudi is the fifth island in terms of dimension and the second most Western island of the Archipelago 
located at about 24 nautical miles West of Lipari.
The peculiarity of Filicudi and Alicudi is the perfectly unchanged state of preservation in the last century. This is due to 
migration flows, to their big distance from the main shipping routes as well as to the device position compared to other 
islands.
The island, anciently called “Phoenicusa”, owes its name to the abundant vegetation of ferns indicating a dwarf Palm 
that grews rich and luxuriant. View from above, the island presents an elliptical shape that stretches at one end with 
Capo Graziano.
Like the other islands in the Archipelago, Filicudi is little more than the tip of an underwater volcano characterized by 
a rocky and rugged territory. Its highest peak is the mount “Fossa Felci” (774 mt), a dormant volcano from where one 
can admire breathtaking views over the rest of the Archipelago.

Grotta del Bue Marino Pecorini a mare



The most fascinating feature of Filicudi is its wild and unspoiled nature: the rocky terraces covered with brooms, the 
large rocks and the numerous caves, which liven up the coast overlooking the sea, appear hostile, wild and charming. 
Among the emerging rocks at approximately one kilometre from the coastline, greatly eroded by the sea, la Canna, 
Montenassari and Scoglietto, are the most visited ones.
The cave of “Bue Marino” (see ox), takes its curious name from the strange noises similar to ox bellows produced by 
the see when crashes against the rocks. This cave with its particularly crystalline depths is perhaps the most fascina-
ting feature of the entire Aeolian Archipelago.
The Island’s population is concentrated mostly in its three main centres: Filicudi Port, docking point for ships and hy-
drofoils, Pecorini a Mare and Valdichiesa connected by the only paved road on the island. The small village of Stimpa-
gnato, in the South-East side of the island, is inhabited by tourists only during the summer.
Like the other islands of the archipelago, Filicudi should have been place of human settlements since the Neolithic 
age. The ruins and ceramic artefacts found in the Neolithic village on the promontory of Capo Graziano and on the 
port bay are the proof. The sea of Filicudi is particularly attractive thanks to the unspoiled nature and the fascinating 
undersea world.

FILICUDI



FILICUDI
Food & Drink
You can’t miss the aperitif in the evening at Pecorini, drinking a beer or a glass of wine at Filicudi Saloon...and waiting 
for the sunset.

Soleanis recommends to its guests the follow place to eat and drink:

- La Sirena, via Pecorini a Mare, +39 090 988 9997
You can spend an unforgettable evening savoring kitchen’s fish-based cooking, and tasting an ample selection of Sici-
lian and local Malvasia wines.



ALICUDI

ALICUDI

ALICUDI PORTO



ALICUDI

Alicudi is one of seven inhabited islands in the Aeolian Islands archipelago (Isole Eolie or Isole Lipari in Italian), off 
the coasts of Sicily and mainland Italy. Alicudi is the most remote and has the smallest population of the islands, with 
its peace broken only by infrequent ferry arrivals, and by the braying of the donkeys which are the island’s mode of 
transport.
The island is a simple and basic place, with an absolutely unique atmosphere and fewer than 100 inhabitants. Its rug-
ged charm and isolation attract a particular brand of voyager: adventurers, artists, writers and loners looking for some 
peace to reflect or to work.
Alicudi is a large volcanic cone sticking out of the sea; an extinct volcano now covered in vegetation. Footpaths climb 
steeply up from the little port, passing cultivated terraces and low cuboid island dwellings. The island used to be called 
Ericusa, named for the heather (Erica) which grows over the slopes. The dwellings on Alicudi, some smart and well-
kept, some abandoned, are scattered over the eastern side of the island; the western slopes are steep and inaccessi-
ble.
Historically, Alicudi must have been a brutal place to live, with islanders scraping out a living from fishing and from far-
ming the rugged hillside. Many emigrated, and some of their homes were deserted. But, like the other islands, Alicu-
di’s star has been rising over recent decades. There are now a few holiday homes here, and some money to be made 
from tourism. The primitive isolation of island life, with no traffic, no noise pollution and few conveniences, has become



ALICUDI
a selling point for those looking to escape the modern world. There is something magical about Alicudi, but it’s not a 
fey magic of fairies; rather a tough elemental kind of enchantment.

Visitors arrive at the island’s tiny port, Alicudi Porto: one jetty for ferries, a line of small boats drawn up on a stony be-
ach and a few curious ducks. This is Alicudi’s hub of civilisation: the island’s scarce services are clustered here. When 
I visited there were one or two motor vehicles parked by the jetty. Apart from driving onto a ferry they have nowhere to 
go: there are no roads on the island and goods are transported by donkeys.

You need to be energetic to explore Alicudi. The island’s simple painted dwellings are spread along a network of rough 
stone mule paths which climb steeply up the sides of the former volcano. The picturesque scenery is a reward for 
the effort, offering small ancient terraced fields, donkeys swishing their tails, flowers growing up walls, views towards 
Filicudi and cats loafing in the shade. A steep ascent above sea-level, you’ll reach the pale-yellow-painted church of 
San Bartolo.

Terraced slopes, Alicudi
It is possible to continue climbing, and to hike right up to the former crater at Alicudi’s summit, Monte Filo dell’Arpa, at 
675m above sea level. This is a strenuous walk taking several hours, and you should take water and sun protection. 
Along the way, as well as more distant views you can appreciate the island’s wildlife, which includes nesting falcons, 
flowers like cyclamen, orchids and narcissus, and some fugitive sheep under threat from UNESCO.

There are stony stretches of beach along the seashore to the south of the port. In addition to sunbathing, active tou-
rists can enjoy wwimming and diving off the rocky shore. The waters are clean and clear with plenty of fish to interest 
the nature-lover. You could hire a boat, or take a boat tour around the coastline. Local fishermen go out daily and the 
seafood eaten on the island is truly fresh. By asking locally, you may be able not merely to hire a boat yourself but 
perhaps also go out fishing with the local fishermen.

In the last couple of decades Alicudi has been developed to the extent of having running mains water, electricity and 
telephones. A public payphone stands incongruously on the hillside. There are two small general stores where you can 
buy refreshments, one by the port and the other along the seashore. This latter is a useful shop concealed behind an 
anonymous curtained entrance, selling basic imported provisions, and when I visited, a friendly shopkeeper made me 
a cheese and tomato roll for a picnic lunch. There is one hotel on Alicudi, with a restaurant, and up-to-date guidebooks 
will point you towards a house where the host will make dinners for visitors. If you are staying on the island you should 
bring sturdy shoes, a torch and enough cash for your stay, as there’s no cashpoint.
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